MODEL WP 100-200
WATERPROOF PUMPS*
LIGHT OIL PUMP & MOTOR ASSEMBLIES
for uninterrupted operation even during flood events

*U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
patent #14633364

The Need
The flooding caused by Hurricane Sandy emphasized the need to relocate mission critical infrastructure
above areas likely to be flooded in inclement weather. However, oil pumps serving emergency generators
and critical boilers often cannot be raised due to suction lift limitations on the positive displacement
oil pumps.

These pictures were taken in the basement of a structure affected by the flooding of Hurricane Sandy.

This control box sustained several days of salt water submersion, resulting in corrosive damage to mission
critical systems. Most mission critical systems can be moved above flooding areas, but main fuel tanks and
their corresponding oil pumps often cannot be moved due to space limitations, suction lift concerns, or
local codes.

The Solution
WP line of NEMA 4 waterproof pump enclosures
Recognizing this problem,
Preferred Utilities developed the
WP line of NEMA 4 waterproof
pump enclosures. These allow
oil pumps to remain located
in basement or ground level
installations and continue running
in the event of a flood.
See diagram below.

Typical WP Pump Set Installation:
Available in pump sizes
from our LO-100 to LO-205
(20 to 1100 gph) Preferred’s
WP series waterproof pump
enclosures include the
pump and motor assembly,
a Preferred HD-A2
discriminating oil/water
leak detector, a sealed high
voltage wire and conduit
pigtail, and a sealed low
voltage wire and conduit
pigtail.
The balance of the typical
oil pump set—suction
strainers, hand valves, relief
valves, and pump controls,
can be mounted with the
pumps or installed upstairs
above levels subject to
flooding. Preferred offers
ATPS-, and SATPS-style pump accessory sets designed to seamlessly integrate with our new waterproof
pump enclosures to provide complete pump sets.

Features
Designed for areas in flood zones, Preferred
Waterproof Pumps supply fuel for
emergency generators and boilers, and
are capable of withstanding complete
submergence in water for uninterrupted
operation.
The pump and its motor assembly are
securely welded within the enclosure to
ensure operation during full submersion. It
also features flexible stainless steel hoses
for pump suction and discharge connections,
a flanged access door with gasket, a sliding
tray (for pump removal, maintenance, or
repair), all of which are encapsulated in an
epoxy-enamel painted steel enclosure.
Features
• Discriminating type leak sensors installed
inside enclosure
• External connections seal-welded to
enclosure for connection of field piping.
• External connections seal-welded to
enclosure for electrical connections
• Local non-fusible disconnect installed within
the enclosure.
Potential Applications
• Any facility where equipment is installed
near or below historic flood levels which
cannot afford to lose electrical power
generation.
• Locations prone to flooding with backup
power systems.
• Hospitals, financial institutions,
communication facilities, data centers.
Disasters such as hurricanes can cause
massive flooding in streets, tunnels, and
subway lines, resulting in lost power. Back-up
generators can fail if their oil pumps are not
prepared to operate under water.
If you need to rethink your mission
critical fuel delivery strategy, don’t wait
for the next storm—contact us today.

Ordering Information
Select model number from the table below.
Catalog
Number

GPH. Oil
No. 2 / No. 4

PSI

WP-101E

20 / 23
23 / 23
27 / 33
32 / 33
80 / 93
86 / 95
145 / 155
155 / 164
282 / 285
277 / 285
340 / 415
300 / 410
780 / 890
700 / 870
1100/1300

100
50
100
50
100
50
100
50
50
100
50
100
50
100
50

WP-102E
WP-103E
WP-104E
WP-105E
WP-106E
WP-201
WP-202
WP-203
WP-204
WP-205

Motor
RPM.

HP

1725
1725
1725
1725
1725
1725
1725
1725
1725
1725
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140

⅓*
⅓*
⅓*
⅓*
⅓*
⅓*
½**
½**
¾**
1**
½**
¾**
¾**
1 ½**
1 ½**

Specifications subject to change without notice. Pump & motor assemblies
ratings are nominal at pressures shown with maximum 10" Hg vacuum at pump
inlet.

*115, 208 or 230V 60Hz 1 phase
**208, 230 or 460V 60Hz 3 phase
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